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Thespians In Rehearsal 
Norms Joan Burt, left, Mary Jan* Lloyd, Brock Broughton, Eva 
Mario Saint, and Larry Kuhl go ovor their linos for "The Women Here 
TUir Way." 
Kennedy Directs All Vocal 
Groups; New Chorus Planned 
Formation of a new all-campus musical organization, a 
chorus for both men and women, and the placing of all vocal 
groups under the direction of Dr. James Paul Kennedy of the 
music faculty was announced today by Prof. M. C. McEwen, 
music department chairman. 
Symphony Will 
Give Concert Here 
The Cincinnati Symphony Or- 
chestra will give its second Bow- 
ling Green concert Tuesday eve- 
ning, Feb. 6, at 8:16 p.m. in tha 
Mens' Gymnasium. 
Eugene Goosens will conduct. 
He is now in his fifteenth season 
with the Cincinnati Orchestra. 
Before this he was for eight years 
conductor of the Rochester Phil- 
harmonic Orchestra. Born in Eng- 
land in 1893, his musical education 
began at 8 when his parents sent 
him to Belgium. Sir Thomas 
Beecham discovered his talent as 
a conductor when Goosens was 22. 
The Cincinnati Orchestra is 
recognized as one of the finest 
symphonic ensembles in the world. 
It has 88 members. Some of its 
former conductors are Victor Her- 
bert, Andre Kostelanetz, Walter 
Damrosch, Arturo Toscanini, John 
Philip Sousa, and Sir Edward 
Elgar. 
Last year the  Cincinnati sym- 
phony appeared here in November. 
Reserved seats for students will 
be $.60 with an activity card. 
'Women Have Their Way9 
Goes On Stage Next Week 
Pi Kappa Delta 
Speech Contest 
Ends Saturday 
Try-Outs   Aro   Friday 
Try-outs for the new chorus will 
begin Friday afternoon at 1:30 
in recital hall of the Practical Arts 
Building. Any student on the 
campus is eligible, including those 
now members of Treble Clef and 
Men's Glee Club. The new group 
will neither replace nor conflict 
with either of the two existing 
glee clubs. 
"We expect this new chorus 
soon to develop into one of the 
major campus musical organiza- 
tions," Professor McEwen said. 
"I hope that very soon the chorus 
can begin public performances, 
and that tours can be arranged as 
soon as practicable," he added. 
The one mixed choral group 
sponsored by the music department 
in the past has been open only 
to music majors. This group, 
under the direction of Professor 
McEwen, did not perform publicly. 
Under   One  Director 
The placing of all vocal activi- 
ties under one director will make 
for better coordination the activi- 
ties of the three groups, accord- 
ing   to   Professor   McEwen.     Dr. 
Casts Are Chosen 
For One-Act Plays 
Casts are being completed for 
the cycle of nine one-act plays 
which will be presented in evening 
and matinee performances Feb. 15 
and 16. 
Directed by students in the 
speech department, the casts are 
composed mainly of members of 
Workshop Players and students en- 
rolled in speech courses. The 
plays vary from farce to heavy 
drama and from children's themes 
to psychological plots. 
Plays and their directors are: 
"Relief," John Keown; "Yes 
Means No," Gordon Ward; "The 
Giant Stair," Larry Kuhl; "Joint 
Owners in Spain," Imogens New- 
man; "The Bridegroom Waits," 
Donna Grafton; "R.F.D.," Mary 
Beth Jensen; "A Morality Play 
for the Leisure Class," Frank 
Coss; "Hearts," Ann Cutler. 
The only casts which were com- 
plete at press time were "Joint 
Owners in Spain," "Yes Means 
No," and "Relief." "Joint Owners 
in Spain" will include: Nelda 
Johnson, Pat Peterson, Marilyn 
Knepper, and Sandra Contos. 
Students appearing in "Yes 
Means No" are: Ruth Piel, Jane 
Lawrence, Brock Broughton, Bill 
Yoakum, and  Wendell  Feldshaw. 
The east for "Relief" includes 
Bob Burns, Kim Griggs, Frank 
COBS, John Keown, Lynn Ruch, 
and Jean Scholz. 
Casts for the other plsys will 
be announced later. 
Kennedy will continue to direct 
Treble Clef and will have, in addi- 
tion to the new chorus, the Men's 
Glee Club, which has been direct- 
ed by Prof. Leon Fauley. Profes- 
sor Fauley has sponsored the men's 
group since it was organized in 
1931. 
A "town and gown" chorus 
made up of students, faculty mem- 
bers, and townspeople, which pre- 
sents the "Messiah" and occasion- 
ally some other major choral 
work, will be continued. 
Other smaller vocal singing 
groups may be organized later, 
Professor  McEwen  stated. 
Got His Number? 
The telephone number of the of- 
fice of the D»n of Student! has 
been changed to 5081. Arch B. 
Conklin asks off-campus students 
to inform their house director of 
this change so that they can inform 
the office of any vacancies for next 
•emester. 
Dr. Allen Accepts 
Position At N.Y.U. 
Dr. Gay W. Allen, who returned 
to Bowling Green this year after 
completing his "Walt Whitman 
Handbook," has accepted an asso- 
ciate professorship in English for 
next year at New York University. 
Beginning his work there in Sep- 
tember, Dr. Allen will teach two 
undergraduate courses and con- 
duct a seminar in American litera- 
ture. 
Dr. Allen will join the faculty 
of the men's Liberal Arts college 
at University Heights, although 
temporarily he will also teach a 
sophomore   English course. 
Dr. Allen has taught here since 
1935, except for last year when he 
was on leave of absence to com- 
plete his third book. Now teach- 
ing in the English department, he 
will complete his work here at the 
end   of   the   second   semester. 
Plans for a three-act play, to be 
presented early in May, are being 
made by the Workshop Players. 
The play has not been selected. 
At the last meeting ol Workshop 
Players Larry Kuhl spoke on radio 
and Doreen Stouffer gave a read- 
ing. 
Sororities End Rush Season 
With Pledging of 146 Women 
Sorority rushing for the first semester was terminated 
Saturday night with the informal pledging of 146 women to 
the nine campus sororities. 
"This has been the most successful season of rushing that 
we have had since I have been here," Dean Audrey Kenyon 
Wilder said today, in reporting that 146 women students were 
(Campus Kats Reorganize 
"We're available for engage- 
ments anytime," stated Norm 
Robertson, one of the eight mem- 
bers of the Kampus Kats, a newly 
organized band whose aim is to 
achieve the fame and popularity of 
the Kampus Kats of pre-war days. 
The band includes Dick Hale, 
Dave Jarvis, Don Speck, Keith 
Wurster, Kim Griggs, Dick Barker, 
and Irv Potts. Recently the Kats 
entertained for the Downtown 
Booster's Club and their second 
engagement was played for the 
"Tin-Can Tramp" given by the 
Alpha Phi's Saturday night, Jan. 
19, at the Rec Hall. 
pledged to sororities. Each chap- 
ter had kept several places open 
for women who did not pledge this 
term, or those who have not made 
grades. "The quota system of 
rushing, in its third year, was 
very effective, and the distribution 
of women pledges was gratifying," 
Dean Wilder added. 
The following women were 
pledged: 
Alpha Chi Omega: Freshmen: 
Letti Baldassarre, Marian Ban- 
ning, Joann Hunter, Donna Irish, 
Rosemary Kinney, Donna Lou Mil- 
ler, Jean Motter, Mary Jo Poss, 
Joann Powers, Betty Sandera, 
Marianne Seeley, Joan Schuster, 
and Joyce Stockdale; upperclass- 
men: Irmalee Davis, Betty Kerr, 
Annamarie Panasuk, and Shirley 
Petkosek. 
Alpha Gamma Delta: Freshmen: 
Joyce Brandeberry, Sandra Con- 
tos, Mary Green, Shirley Jameson, 
Dorothy Kanouse, Dorthea Kuntz- 
man, Mary Anne McClellan, Jaiv 
ice Miller, Barbara Osman, Mary 
Anne Richardson, Ellen Tucker, 
and Annett Wendt; upperclass- 
man: Mary McRitchie. 
Alpha Phi: Freshmen: Pat 
Coughlin, Anita Colussi, Jane 
Groff, Jean Grossenbaugh, Sally 
Hanscom, Ruth Ann Harkness, 
Joyce Hause, Beverly Heilman, 
Helen Ann Kastner, Mary Rose 
Krupp, Louise Rouff, Florence 
Russell, Jean Schmidt, Carol 
Schroeder, and Mary Jo Werner; 
upperclassmen: Betty Joan Smith, 
Veiva Meyers, Margaret Garries, 
Kay Fischer, and Luceal Foley. 
Alpha Xi Deli.: Freshmen: 
Nancy Ahner, Doris Callender, 
Barbara Cannon, Polly Davies, 
Nancy Dorr, Kay Erf, Marilyn 
Gardner, Kay Hessler, Joan House- 
holder, Pat Janowicki, Virginia 
Leu, Eleanor Purser, Jean Ross, 
Sabina Slichcinski, Marcella Sloan, 
Katherine     Souder,    and    Artina 
Weaver; upperclassmen: Joan Ben- 
der, Betty Poland, and Rosemarie 
Tomka. 
Dalta Gamma: Freshmen: Mary 
Jo Bowman, Lillian Buenzli, Mrs. 
Jennie Eckert, Margaret Eger, 
Mary Heskett, Joan Hildebrand, 
Phyllis Immekus, Barbara Meyers, 
Carole Mulqueeney, Jessie Ormer- 
od, Ann Rosser, Geralda Snyder, 
Frances Wolf, and Nancy Wright; 
upperclassmen: Phyllis Miller, Dor- 
is Smart, and Donna Jean Tuttle. 
Gamma Phi Beta: Freshmen: 
Winifred Auble, Elaine Baddaker, 
Karis Baker, Dolores Bonnenber- 
ger, Jeannette Davis, Marion De- 
Conick, Anita Frank, Jean Good- 
fellow, Magdeline Hec k 1 i n g e r , 
Marjory Henry, Peggy Hitchins, 
Roberta Hyde, Rae Claire Johnson, 
Jeanne Kennard, Connie Moehler, 
Joanne Morris, Carlotta Tuttle, 
and Grace Villhauer; upperclass- 
men: Virginia Dawe, Margaret 
Gramly, Jean McDonald, and Pat 
Peterson. 
Kappa Delta: Freshmen: Doris 
Baker, Ardella Behrens, Betty Be- 
jek, Dolores Betsicover, Gloria 
Brown, Helen Bushong, Jane Hein- 
buch. Bertha Kovar, Donna Lea, 
Kafcherine Mueller, Dorothy Zeig- 
ler, and Mary Zimmerman. 
Kappa Zeta Pi: Freshmen: Nan- 
cy Diamond, Helen E. Gruber, 
Marjorie Jean Herring, Charlotte 
Kratzer, Mary Margaret Lyon, 
Ruth Eleanor Lyon, Alice McClel- 
land, Jean Schwartzenberg, Ruth 
Stebbins, and Mary Wannemacher; 
upperclassmen: Helen Burrell and 
Jean  Schurr. 
Tri Lambda: Freshman: Donna 
Cunningham, Shirley Davis, Betty 
Eberhardt, Jean Gray, Marianne 
Hobart, Phyllis Hull, Hazel Miller, 
Beverly Nighman, Norma Parker, 
Barbara Shelt, and Leon a Thomp- 
son; upperclassman: Adele Olden- 
berg. 
University Theatre Marks First 
Matinee And Sunday Performances 
"The Women Have Their Way," second University Thea- 
tre production this year, will open in the Recreation Hall 
Thursday, Jan. 31, at 8:16 p.m. The play will run four days, 
with an evening performance following on Friday, a matinee 
and evening show Saturday, and an evening performance again 
Sunday. 
The intramural speech 
tournament sponsored by Pi 
Kappa Delta began Monday 
and will continue through Sat- 
urday, Jan. 26. Eighty-three 
students are entered in de- 
bate, radio speaking, oratory, 
interpretative reading, discus- 
sion, and after-dinner speaking 
contests. 
Judges are Miss Charlotte 
Skene, Prof. L. F. Manhart, Dr. H. 
C. Witherington, Prof. Wayne S. 
Huffman, Prof. Elden T. Smith, 
Mr. Frederick Walsh, Prof. John 
Schwarz, Dr. Florence J. William- 
son, Dr. Walter Sanderlin, Father 
William Sullivan, Rev. Leslio O. 
Vesey, Mrs. Grace Schultz, Rev. 
F. E. Peace, Dr. Emerson C. 
Shuck, Rov. Robert D. Bulklcy, Dr. 
Frank J. Prout, Dr. J. R. Overman, 
Mrs. Elden T. Smith, and Lucille 
Pope. 
Competing in debate are Pat 
Howell, Betty Ruth Krabill, Betty 
Acker, Jean Sherrard, Doreen 
Stouffer, Dorothy Anderson, Jean 
Grosenbaugh, Clarence Roman, 
Ashel Bryan, Aurelia Christen, 
Mary Ann Koeppe, Doyle Smith, 
Larry Kuhl, John Lee, Shirley Hg> 
gins, Marjorie Herring, Jean Lim- 
bird, Bob Schwyn, Maxine Yargcr, 
Rosemary Romaker, and Elsie 
Loge. 
Radio speech: F-ank Coss, Lar- 
ry Kuhl, John Keown, and Janice 
Smith. 
After-dinner speaking: Penny 
Clooa, Pat Howell, Glenna Smith, 
Alice Jean Porter, Pat Underhill, 
and Mary Jean McEwen, Thomas 
Buttle, Frank Coss, Shirley Shive- 
ly, Eva Marie Saint, Ashel Bryan, 
and Beverly Millns. 
Discussion contest: Betty Ruth 
Krabill, Nelson Williams, Aurelia 
Christea, Bob Schwyn, Mary Ann 
Koeppe, Kathryn Arnold, Alice 
White, Hal Potts. 
Oratory: John Keown, Mary 
Zimmerman, Kenneth Kcaglc, 
Clarence Homan, Ashel Bryan, 
Aurelia Christea, Betty Acker, 
Joan Bender, Glenna Smith, Hal 
Potts, Frank Coss, and Jean 
Smith. 
Interpretation: Richard Franks, 
Frank Coss, Betty R. Krabill, Pat 
Cloos, Beverly Blecker, Eva Marie 
Saint, Dorothy Main, Dorothy Al- 
bright, Margaret i^ger, Joan Mar- 
shal, Marilyn Ruch, Nina Lehman, 
Janice Smith, Marilyn Burriss, 
John Keown, Mary Beth Jenson, 
Mary Jane Lloyd, Kim Griggs, 
Clara Durig, Kenneth Keagle, Ima 
Newman, Phyllis Sangston, and 
Patricia Underhill. 
Radio-Speaking entries are: 
John Keown, Janice Smith, Larry 
Kuhl, and Frank Coss. 
Students and faculty may attend 
the contest. 
The schedule of contests for 
the remainder of the week is: 
Wednesday: Deo a t a—7 p.m., 
rooms 103, 105, 116, Administra- 
tion Building; Debate—8:30 p.m., 
103, 195, 116. 
Thursday:     Radio speaking — 4 
p.m., radio studio; Debate—7 p.m., 
103, 105, 115, 200, 201; Debate 
8:30 p.m., 103, 105, 115, 200, 201. 
Friday: Debate—4 p.m., 103, 
106, 115, 200, 210; Oratory—7:30 
p.m., 103, 105, 115. Debate finals 
—7 p.m., 200, 201. 
Saturday: Interpretative read- 
ings—9 a.m., 103, 106; Oratory fin- 
als—10 a.m., Auditorium; Discus- 
sion 1 p.m., 103, 105; After-din- 
ner speaking—2 p.m., 108, 106; 
Discussion finals—3 p.m., Audi- 
torium. 
Finals in after-dinner speaking 
and interpretative reading will be 
held at a banquet in the Nest Sat- 
urday, Jan. 20, for participants in 
the tournaments and members 
of Pi Kappa -Delta. 
Emerson   Lit   'Stuck   Up' 
The Emerson Literary Society 
held its annual taffy pull Monday, 
Jan. 21. Games, relays, and group 
singing followed the opening par- 
liamentary practice. 
Chairman was Betty Acker. On 
her committee were Gloria Kret- 
xer, Elsie Lodge, Mildred Baden, 
and Ann Demuth. 
This schedule presents two in- 
novations in University Theatre 
history; it marks the first time that 
a matinee performance has been 
given, and is the first time that 
a play has been presented on a 
Sunday evening. 
Brother Playwrights 
The authors, Scrafin and Jon- 
quin Alvarez Quintero, arc two of 
Spain's more popular modern 
comedy writers. Well over 200 
plays have been ascribed to this 
team of brother collaborators, 
which have earned them the title 
of the "high priests of sentiment 
and romance" in modern Spanish 
dramn. They are famous for their 
sharp wit, for their quaint, Anda- 
lusian humor, and for the strong 
belief in the "natural goodness of 
man" which so characterizes their 
work. Perhaps the Quintero play 
most familiar to American audi- 
ences is their "1'npa Junn: Cen- 
* tenario," which was popularized in 
Biology Students 
To Organize Club 
Biology mujors and minors will 
meet in room 101S at 7 tonight to 
discuss   the   possible   organization 
of a  departmental  club.    Mary 
Wollum, senior, will act as tempor- 
ary chairman. 
Membership, organization, meet- 
ing time, constitution, and the 
choice of a name will be the major 
topic for the discussion. Dr. Nor- 
man A. I'reble, biology instructor, 
is acting as ndviser for the meet- 
ing. 
The student committee who is 
arranging the Initial meeting In- 
eludes Betty Oanfleld, junior; 
Leithu Hootmnn, senior; Sandy 
Kvangclist, sophomore; and Jean 
Shively, senior. 
Twenty Seek Two Degrees 
Twenty students—.11 per cent 
of the student body—are enrolled 
simultaneously  in two colleges. 
These 10 women and four men, 
in pursuit of two degrees, are re- 
quired to complete 139 semester 
hours, or a total of nine semesters' 
work. 
this country by Otis Skinner under 
the title of "A Hundred Years 
Old." 
Interesting  Production 
Those who witness "The Women 
Have Their Way" can be assured 
an interesting evening in the thea- 
tre is the opinion of Professor 
Elden T. Smith, director. It is a 
light comedy, concerned with a 
group of officious, meddling women 
and their attempts to ensnare a 
young visitor to their town in mat- 
rimony. 
To bring this story to the audi- 
ence in a more effective manner, 
Prof. Smith has employed a style 
of direction designed, in his own 
words, "to emphasize the impor- 
tance of the actor as the central 
figure in a piny." It is his attempt 
to "discover whether or not drama 
can be made more meaningful if 
we divorce it from the usual trap- 
pings of conventional stage, and 
orthodox settings and movement." 
There has been no attempt, as 
Prof Smith emphasized, to create 
any appeal on the basis of novelty. 
"Wo want the audience to ap- 
proach tho play as it would any 
production given in the University 
auditorium," he stated. 
Because of the limited capacity 
of the Recreation Hall, seats will 
be necessarily curtailed to 150 at 
each performance. All seats will 
be reserved, and tickets may be 
obtained in the Well Jan. 29, 30, 
and 31. 
Double  Cast   Chosen 
The play has been double cast, 
with members chosen primarily 
from speech 205, the class in act- 
ing. It includes: Concha—Betty 
Paxton, Dorothy Main; Juanita— 
Edith Doerr, Eva Marie Saint; 
Santita—Mary Linville, Pat How- 
ell ;Dona Belan—Pat Hiser, Mary 
•lane Lloyd. 
Angola—Norma Burt, Pat Un- 
derhill; Pilar—Yvonne Ford, Edie 
Jones, Georgianna Solomon; Die- 
guilla—Imogene Newman, Penny 
Cloos; Guitarra—Pat Stark, Don- 
na Grafton. 
Don Julian—John Keown, Larry 
Kuhl; Adolfo—Brock Broughton; 
Don Cocilio—Ken Keagle; Pope 
Lora—Gordon Ward; Sacristan— 
John Keown, Larry Kuhl. 
Future of Europe Depends on 
Germany Says Forum Speaker 
by Nelson Williams, Jr. 
"Prospects for the reconstruction of Germany are not 
good, and one cannot look upon the problem without grave 
apprehension, as upon the future of Germany depends the 
future of Europe." So declared Dr. Wilhelm Pauck, who spoke 
before the Wood County Forum Sunday afternoon on "The 
Prospect of the Reconstruction of Germany." 
Allied leaders have promised the 
reconstruction of Germany so that 
she may rejoin the community of 
nations, Dr. Pauk said. In addi- 
tion to this moral obligation, ulti- 
mately we must devote ourselves 
to this problem in our own self-in- 
terest. Disorder in Germany will 
affect her European neighbors, and 
thus reach out to us, he explained. 
Food 
Germany today is on the verge 
of starvation, despite Allied guar- 
antees of a minimum subsistence 
level for the Germans. In most 
areas the people receive only about 
one half the necessary calories, and 
all their strength is taken in get- 
ting even this much food and some 
wood for a little warmth. "Can 
such a nation be expected to de- 
velop a democratic way of life?" 
Dr. Pauck asked. 
Even before the war Germany 
had to import 20 per cent of her 
food stuffs. If the areas now oc- 
cupied by the British and Ameri- 
cans could now produce their pre- 
war capacities, they woud make 
up only half the needed supply. 
But they naturally cannot produce 
even this much, he explained. 
Industry 
German industries are working 
from five to ten per cent of nor- 
mal, which is insufficient for her 
own needs and makes any export 
utterly impossible, Dr. Pauck con- 
tinued. During the last two years, 
all but two of her large indus- 
trial cities have been more than 
60 per cent destroyed by bombing, 
yet upon German industrial pro- 
duction the economy of all central 
Europe depends. 
Transportation has been stalled 
ever since the war because the 
rolling stock cannot be repaired by 
the disrupted industrial system. 
More than 70 per cent of German 
locomotives are not in running 
shape. 
People 
"In clear violation of the Pots- 
dam resolution, both Russia and 
Czechoslovakia have deported Ger- 
mans from areas like the Sudeten- 
land where they have lived for 
cenutries," Dr. Pauck declared. 
Thus cities in the American and 
British zones are being crowded 
with these refuges when they can- 
not even support those already 
there. If present conditions con- 
tinue, several million Germans will 
be liquidated by starvation, accord- 
ing to a House report the speaker 
quoted. 
"Denazification" 
A major allied problem is de- 
nazification to eliminate any furth- 
er threat from the Nazis, whom 
Mr. Justice Roberts styled "a 
horde  of  brigands."     Dr.   Pauck 
See FORUM, p. 4 
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Food For Thought 
"The student's course should be more strict- 
ly regulated. This the veteran may not want, 
but let me point out that I escaped from the 
university without ever having taken a course 
in economics or mathematics. I now regret it, 
for in understanding the world as it is, eco- 
nomic factors are always to be considered, and 
I am handicapped," wrote a former Marine to 
the dean of liberal arts at Drake University. 
"In the first place, I believe few veterans 
will take advantage of the educational features 
in the educational features in the G.I. Bill of 
Rights. The few who do come to college, how- 
ever, will be excellent material, for they, on 
the whole, will be self-reliant and yet aware of 
the necessity of cooperative living as they have 
learned it in the fox-holes from Guadalcanal 
to Okinawa. 
"The basic problem, though, I think is not 
what the veteran will expect but what any stu- 
dent can expect from the colleges, for veterans 
or not, the education in the arts and sciences 
can be improved and new perspectives have 
caused many of us to believe that now is the 
time to change so that veterans and all may 
benefit," the sergeant explained. 
"Veterans will not desire to be treated like 
psychiatric cases as so many pseudo-advisers 
suggest, but individual differences must be 
considered now as never before. The triviali- 
ties of college life—such as freshman hazing 
and fraternity life—will be odious to these vet- 
erans. Careful guidance will be needed as 
never before. These men will have to be re- 
indoctrinated in methods of study. Most of 
them will have a definite goal in mind. 
"The average student of the past has been 
over-complacent because facts have too often 
been presented to him only as facts, not in 
their relation to human behavior—past, pres- 
ent and future. It seems to me that all fresh- 
men should be startled or shocked out of the 
lethargy which society has imposed upon them. 
Something is not true merely because someone 
has said it is true. 
"The veteran who comes to college will be 
serious enough to be interested in the world 
which he has encircled in his battles. He will 
want to know the cause of human conflicts 
and means of their elimination. He knows 
that future security depends on him and others 
who have seen at first hand the nations in tu- 
mult," the marine continued. 
"To conclude, I believe that more and more 
the colleges should work towards developing 
in a student the critical attitude of mind that 
will pierce through convention and supersti- 
tion and ignorance, and will open up to him 
the world of ideas, that will create within him 
a joie de vivre."—(ACP) 
.  . . Mike Static 
The house light* dim, the cur- 
tains part ... Is it breathless 
drama? high comedy? suspensful 
melodrama? riotous farce? No! 
it's just your old portable pounder, 
Mike Static, with assorted grins, 
gripes, praises and panning of 
what passes for the liveliest art 
in Bowling Green. 
Vice Vena 
"We take you now, to Bowling 
Green," is a familiar phrase to 
those of you who've been doing 
mike work. Sunday the order was 
reversed; BG went to Findlay. At 
least that part of us known re- 
spectively as Johnny Keown, Larry 
Kuhl, Penny Cloos, Betty Paxton, 
Skip Ward, the Alpha Chi Trio, 
Brock Broughton, Kim Griggs, 
and Olga Sonkoly. The affair: a 
radio show from the studios of 
WF1N, variety style, with words, 
music, and a short skit. 
Speech I Speech I 
Loud howls of anguish are aris- 
ing from the speech people in 
"The Women Have Their Way." 
Seems the speech contest has been 
scheduled at the wrong time for 
them—they having enough to do 
what with lines to learn, and the 
show to do. Couldn't something 
be done about this sicheeashun to 
let give the thespians a bit more 
time to prepare? 
Shape of Things to Cornel 
The Workshop Player's disc 
dance went over muchly, so my 
Bpy, Limbacher, tells mc. He him- 
self was just sweeping them off 
their feet. After this display of 
talent shall we all look forward 
to future frosh productions with 
an eager eye? 
Ever Sharp I Fine Line I 
Larry Kuhl to M. J. Lloyd dur- 
ing a radio rehearsal, in which the 
former vainly attempted to de- 
cipher the writing of the latter: 
"I'm sorry, but I can't read your 
legerdemain." 
Free Offer! 
Arc you dramatic? Do you 
drool at the drop of a cue? Do 
you aspire to spots, have a turn for 
tinsel? Do you want your name 
in this column? Then tell me 
about it!! Address nil boxtops to 
the News, care of 
Yours truly, 
Mike Static 
Way To a Man's Heart Coke-Tales 
Horse Laugh 
A 70 yeer old horse named "Tif- 
fin" is being used for classroom 
work by H. G. Heddon, manager of 
the Heddon School of Riding. 
Purchased from a Tiffin merchant 
before Christmas, "Tiffin" is a 
permanent Bxture of the riding 
school. 
"Tiffin" is iron gray and some- 
what motheaten about the tail and 
mane. He is very gentle and in 
all his 70 years ha* never been 
known to bite. Proof of this is 
shown upon close examination— 
he   has   no   teeth. 
As you may have guessed, 
"Tiffin" was carefully prepared by 
a taxidermist many years ago. 
Badminton Tourney Held 
Six round robin badminton tour- 
naments hove been held by the 
Hadminton Club. Winners of the 
doubles are now competing: in an 
elimination tournament. 
Winning teams were: Marian 
Rine and Louise Holling, Katha- 
rine Arnold and Evelyn Ball, Jean 
Waters and Jeanette Davis, Clara 
Miller and Dorothy Hall, and Alice 
Vietmeier   and   Elizabeth   Roulet. 
Bob Ashba smiles approval as his wife, the former Joan Jones, lets 
him sample her culinary art. Bob and Joan represent a typical veteran 
and his wife, living in one room with kitchen  privileges. 
Married Veterans Find That 
'Two Can't Live as Cheaply9 
by Wilma Stone 
"Two can live as cheaply aa one" is not the policy sub- 
scribed to either by the federal government or the married 
veterans now attending Bowling Green State University ac- 
cording to a recent symposium. 
Approximately 30 married men are attending the Univer- 
sity this semester under the G. I. Bill according to Dean K. H. 
McPall,  veterans' counselor. 
Five couples were interviewed, 
three of whom found savings ac- 
counts almost nil in their budgets. 
Incomes range from $86.50 to 
$115 per month, according to the 
provision under which the men 
were discharged. Only one couple 
had a supplementary income. The 
largest expense, of course, was 
food which ranged from $40 to $65 
per month. The expenditures for 
entertainment averaged approxi- 
mately six dollars, since in all 
cases one or both have Activity 
Tickets. The wives of married 
veterans have the privilege of 
using their husbands' activity 
cards. 
There are two plans under which 
a discharged man may receive 
funds for educational purposes. 
One is the clause of the G.I. Bill 
of Rights which is the most fa- 
miliar; the other is another clause 
labeled "Public No. 16" which is 
limited to men with disability dis- 
charges. 
The couples who were inter- 
viewed  included: 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Kail. 
Ray and his wife, the former Mary 
I-<MI Shelton, both attended the 
University prior to Ray's call to 
active duty by the Army Enlisted 
Reserve Corps in May, 1943. He 
served in the European theater. 
Ray is now a senior in the College 
of Liberal Arts with a history ma- 
jor. After graduation in June, he 
plans to enter the Law School at 
Western Reserve University in 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
The Kails are living in a two 
room apartment and getting a big 
kick out of keeping house and 
cooking three meals a day. Mary 
Lou was an Alpha Xi Delta educa- 
tion major, and Ray is an AT0. 
Ray is 24 years old; Mary Lou, 23. 
Hometown is Norwalk for Ray and 
Wakeman for Mrs. Kail. 
Mr.     and     Mr..     Donald     Zahn. 
Keeping house and taking care of 
a 7 month old girl keeps Mrs. 
Zahn   busy   while   "Pappa"   com- 
pletes his work on his education 
degree in comprehensive social 
studies. Planning to continue 
with his academic work toward 
an M.A., Don attended Bowling 
Green two years before he enlist- 
ed in the Army in December, 
1942. Needless to say, Mrs. 
Zahn has enough to keep her busy 
without going to school. They 
have been married two years; 
Don is 22, Mrs. Zahn 20. They 
are renting the extra rooms in 
their house to two of the men stu- 
dents here at the University. Don 
is an Alpha Tau Omega pledge. 
Carey is his hometown, Washing- 
ton. D. C. his wife's. 
Don's trouble obtaining civilian 
clothing when he was discharged 
was negligible since he lost weight 
during his service days and was 
able to rely completely on his 
former wardrobe. 
Mr. and Mr.. Charles Ri.her. 
Unique among the married couples 
on campus are the Rishera who are 
the house directors at the Sigma 
Nu house. "Chuck" not only at- 
tended Bowling Green before he 
entered the Navy in 1943, but 
came back for one semester in 
the V-12 Unit. He is an industrial 
arts major in the College of Edu- 
cation and hopes to work on his 
"Master's" nfter the June com- 
mencement. 
Mrs. Risher, formerly Charity 
Conrad, graduated from Bowling 
Green in 1944, and is now teach- 
ing at nearby Cygnet. She is a 
Delta Gamma; Chuck, a Sigma 
Nu; Chuck is from Newcomers- 
town; Charity from Middle Point. 
Married just 6 months on Jan. 
18, they have found "eating out" 
more convenient than trying to 
cook in a house with 21 constantly 
hungry men. Seriously, "Chuck" 
admitted that it was a lot of fun 
being "house director." His big- 
gest readjustment difficulty was 
buying civilian clothes. 
See VETERANS p. 4 
Book Review... 
Walt Whitman Handbook 
by Dr. Cay W. Allen 
Reviewed by Dr. Emarson C. Shuck 
The practice of true literary scholarship is set apart from its many shoddy imitators by a 
group of clear qualities which are unmistakeable whenever they appear. Among these are 
the choice of a really important subject, an almost unlimited familiarity with the original 
text, a thorough assimilation of the past thought about the material, and the ability to make 
clear not only the most apparent aspects of it, but also to contribute new insights which send 
the reader back to the literature itself as to a new discovery.    Also, above all else, this 
true scholarship possesses that un-     ^ tremendou8 magg of materia, 
cluttered simplicity which accom- 
plishes all greatness. 
Professor Gay W. Allen's Walt 
Whitman Handbook, published this 
month by the Packard Press in 
Chicago, is an admirable example 
of true scholarship. It has the 
best hallmarks of this art. Grow- 
ing out of Dr. Allen's lifelong In- 
terest and study of the American 
poet, this handbook for students is 
actually only a way-point in his 
whole plan of interpretation. Yet 
it is a finished and complete piece 
of work as it stands, Wore than fil- 
ling the long-felt need for a 
thorough and sensible aid to the 
study of Whitman's poetry. In 
the author's own words, "For no 
other American poet has criticism 
rendered so great a service, or 
been so necessary." 
The indefatigable research that 
has gone into the Handbook's 
summary of Whitman scholarship 
must not be minimized, and there 
is probably no other critic who has 
been so conversant with that schol- 
arship than Dr. Allen; but the real- 
ly important thing about the more 
than 600 paces of the book ii that 
has been treated not only with 
keen discernment for its value, but 
also with unflagging interest for 
the reader. And, although the 
study might appear on the sur- 
face to be largely a summary of 
past criticism, actually the correla- 
tion, interpretation and new con- 
tributions of fact which the author 
has provided make it "creative" 
from cover to cover. 
The creative aspect of the book 
appears to in its treatment of the 
"cruxes" of Whitman scholarship 
—those plaguing little questions of 
obscured fact or misinterpretation 
which invariably arise when any 
great writer is snapped at by a 
constantly increasing pack of 
"critics." The author treats them 
confidently and with dignity, as in 
the case of the sex-poems of the 
"Calamus" and "Children of 
Adam" groups in Leaves of Grass. 
Finally, the volume is a top- 
notch "handbook," even though 
the newness of its interpretations 
makes one forget that function at 
first. It brings order to the cha- 
otic biography of Whitman; it not 
only names but explains in some 
detail the fundamental ideas of the 
poet; it establishes his social 
thought as both a basic part of his 
poetry and a philosophy of "ideas 
in action;" and it interprets the 
technique and beauty of his highly 
individualized verse-forms in such 
a way that even the amateur in 
prosody finds it making clear 
sense. 
It is the present reviewer's opin- 
ion that the chapter on the literary 
technique is the book's most suc- 
cessful, expanding as it does the 
treatment in Dr. Allen's American 
Prosody (long the recognized 
authority on the subject); but that 
is merely saying that it rises higher 
than an unusually high average for 
the others. A few ax-marks seem 
visible here and there, such as in 
the sections on "Personalism" (the 
kelson of Whitman's thought) and 
"The Organic Principle," but they 
appear only in contrast to the pol- 
ish of the majority of the writing. 
And, merely as a final comment, 
the author and publisher should be 
commended for their choice of a 
large, clear, readable type—es- 
pecially* since this is to serve as a 
handbook. 
by JoAnn Simmon. 
Hi, sad sacks, supreme I Now, 
don't go getting yourselves a 
bundle of complexes. I'm not 
speaking to you . . . only to the 
bags under your eyes, since that 
area is probably the only part of 
you that's following me this week 
after Rush. But now it's all 
over but the shoe-shining, room- 
.  .      _. cleaning, window-washing, b resit- 
JoAnn  S.mmon.     f„t^.ookinKi      ,nd      ^^.^^ 
ning. Almost forgot to mention the chairs the new 
pledges will have to fix for the Nest ... you know, 
the ones the upper classmen fell over grinning at 
those same people on silence day . . . 
TERRIFIC TRAFFIC JAM... 
. . . And all because of one gal in that .moolh-run- 
niag station wagon we all know so well. Most recent 
victim of said sad dilemna i. Mary Wellbaum. of 
Alpha Phi fame, who sal with sister Mitch and howled 
while the Ford, didn't go by the middle of Wooster 
Street.     Grind 'em 'til they fit, kids. 
OH. SHAW 
It's really not that I'm trying to imitate Mrs. 
Tufty, of last week's assembly, but I figure if she can 
quote George Bernard ShaW, who am I to shun him? 
He once said that "Love is the gross exaggeration of 
the differences between one person and all the rest." 
I know this quotation to be a fact, because I was 
there in the library myself and read it in a book. 
But with all the new and budding romances around 
here, I'd like to know if it's true. Could it be, Brock 
and Glenna, Howard and Claire, and Tut and CleteT 
If so, I sure wish someone would proceed to over- 
exaggerate me!  I  I  I 
FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS 
Any kind of bell is welcome, but NOT the break- 
fast bell . . . much less at the wee, wee, hour of sis 
ayem, say. Alpha Phi. If the clock had been changed 
with the time several weeks ago, Jean Davidson 
wouldn't have been confined and cooked breakfast la 
the middle of the night. 
STOLEN FROM SHAKESPEARE 
. . . Was the scene in the hospital last Friday 
when Connie Moeller and Jessie Ormerod saw spots 
before their eyes and couldn't remove them with all 
the perfumes in Arabia . . . MEASLES! ! ! ! 
IN. LIKE THE PROVERBIAL PIN 
. . . And really in i. Bobbie Simp.on—in Shatsel 
Hall. And in Shatsel Hall to .lay for 20 dase. It', 
tough when you're late, but it's even tougher when 
you get caught . . . after coming in the back door, 
and you forgot to sign out, and a few other count. 
agin you which need no mention here. What say 
... at noon today, let', all have a Feel-sorry-'for- 
Bobbie minute, and then attend that coming oet 
party we're hearing so much about? 
And now, since I must grab my copy of Max 
Schullman's "Barefoot Boy With Cheek" and read 
up on the techniques of getting a date for the SAE 
Tip-Off Dance, circumstances beyond my immediate 
control prohibit my continuing this manuscript. 'Bye, 
now. 
P.S. 
Didn't learn how to work up a date, but I did find 
out how to drill hole, in table legs with my head. 
Simply can't wait to get started . . . See ya all under 
the table next week . . . 
Alumni Notes 
by   Doyle  Smith 
Here we are again with the week's campus visitors. 
Who do you think turned up at the Nest over the 
weekend? Ennis Walker—and in civvies. Ennis 
was the strategist for last year's football squad. 
Ben Tenwalde can't seem to make up his mind. He 
is supposed to be coaching at Upper Sandusky, but he 
seems to have found a home in the Nest. What do 
you do, Ben, run over between study halls for a 
coke? 
Lou Amer, artist for the '44 Key, poked his head 
in over the weekend. Jane Brumby, Barbara Perry, 
lone Gei.el, and Joan Whitaker were also back. 
Joan held down the Society Editor's position for 
the Bee Gee News in '45. Those eye-catching 
blond tresses floating around the Nest this week-end 
belong to Beryl Stovenaon Hermes. Her husband, 
Tom, was a marine stationed here. Lenny Hedtke 
and his wife, formerly Carol "Bill, were here Monday. 
You old timers will remember Ed Bayless. His 
wife, the former Dotty Bell, came back to say hello. 
Dave Habel has registered for the spring semester. 
Dave was chief engineer on a destroyer escort before 
his recent discharge. Walter Greeley, former V-12 
here, had the dream job of all servicemen—the only 
man in charge of 900 WAVES for one whole month. 
Hubba!    Hubbal 
Pfc. Carlos Cordova, native Ecuadorean and for- 
mer B.'G. student, spent the Xmas holidays in Per- 
rysburg with his wife, the former Constance Zachman. 
Carlos recently completed a good-will tour of his 
homeland under the sponsorship of the Army public 
relations office. After completing 44 talks in Ecqua- 
dor, Carlos returned to the U.S. to await his dis- 
charge. He served with the First Infantry Division 
in Europe and was wounded at Aachen. 
College Cuff notes 
Northwest Missouri State College has found a 
unique we,*1 of recogniiing its students who have 
•erred in the United State* Army. A large framed 
panel in the college colors has boon prepared to re- 
ceive the colorful insignia, patches of the different en- 
listed man or veterans who are connected with the 
college. Under the patches are added the autographs 
of the owners and the years when they attended the 
college. 
A co-educational fraternity was founded at Mari- 
etta College. The hybrid's name is Eta Tau Delta. 
In addition to being open to both men and women, 
the fraternity will include all races and religions in 
its membership. • 
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Sport Scribbles 
%     from SMITH 
by  Bob  Smith,  Sport!  Editor 
While looking through the lat- 
est edition of True, The Man's 
Magasine, this writer eame upon 
an interesting article in which 
Clair Bee, the famous Long Island 
University cage mentor, gave some 
tips on "How to Watch Basket- 
ball." 
A great change has been made 
"in basketball in recent years by 
coaches wbo bave made a science 
of tbo game. No longer does the 
coach band the team the ball and 
tell them to go out and win. A 
cage team achieves inccen only 
after boars of daily drilling, under 
inspection constantly of skilled 
coaches and trainers. 
No two persons ever watch a 
basketball game the ismS way. 
Too many fans concentrate mainly 
on the ball and thus miss much of 
the fine team play characterising 
the game. 
It is important to buy a program 
so you can study the players. 
Keeping score, too, can give you a 
greater kick from the game. 
Watch the teams warm up and 
study the various patterns that are 
used by different teams in their 
pre-game sessions. These warm- 
ups sometimes serve a dual pur- 
pose; they enable the players to 
loosen up and they are often thril- 
ling; to the spectators, especially 
when "Sid" Otten dunks one 
through the net. 
Watch the pro-whistle jockeying 
and tbo tip-off formations, tha first 
tactics of the game, designed to 
maneuver the opponents into cer- 
tain positions so tip-off plays can 
bo executed. Psychologically the 
team that controls the first tap 
dominates the beginning of the 
gaase. 
As soon as the game gets under- 
way, look at the defensive team 
and sea what typo of defense they 
are employing. 
The man-to-man defense, as its 
name signifies, is one in which one 
man is assigned to oppose another 
of the opponents' players at all 
times, and he is responsible for the 
general effectiveness of the man he 
is guarding. On defense he sticks 
with his man "like glue." 
Swimmers Will Get 
Life Saving Course 
Al Sawdy, instructor of physi- 
cal education, announces a course 
in life saving and water saving, 
to be offered to swimmers of ad- 
vanced standing. The course, cov- 
ering 18 hours of instruction, will 
follow the official Red Cross stand- 
ards, and will be followed by an 
instructors' course which, upon 
completion, will qualify one as an 
official Red Cross Life Saving In- 
structor. 
All students interested in taking 
these courses are asked to meet in 
the Natatorium Saturday, Jan. 26, 
at 10 a.m. 
Swan Club will meet Thursday, 
Jan. 24 at 6:45 p.m. in 107 Wo- 
men's Building. 
The rone defense is exactly as 
its name implies. Each defensive 
man is responsible for a certain 
zone, concentrating first on the 
ball and second on the man. He 
is responsible for an opponent only 
if he enters his particular rone. 
Next week we'll  continue with 
more on "How to  Watch Basket- 
ball." 
Valpo Game   May   be   Broadcast 
Here is good news to Falcon 
cage fans. The Bowling Green- 
Valparaiso game tonight will prob- 
ably be broadcast over Station 
WOWO, Fort Wayne. This sta- 
tion, with Hiilyard Gates, noted 
■portscaster, at the "mike," usual- 
ly gives a play by play description 
of basketball games played in the 
North Side Gymnasium, where the 
Falcon game is scheduled. 
If this practice is continued, 
fans here will be able to hear the 
game. Athletic officials here had 
not been informed of the starting 
time as we went to press, so fans 
should tune in sometime between 
8:30 and 9:30 p.m. Bowling 
Green time, which is one hour lat- 
er than Fort Wayne time. 
Rider* Change Club Name 
Boots and Saddle, club for ad- 
vanced riders, has changed its 
name to Phratra PhiUipa, which 
is Greek for "band of horse lov- 
ers." The club's new pins are in 
three colors of Black Hills gold- 
green, yellow, and pink. 
Cagers Meet . 
Valpo Tonight 
Xavier Next 
Attempting to keep in the 
victory columns the Falcon bas- 
keteers will play Valparaiso Uni- 
versity tonight in the North Side 
high school gymnasium. Fort 
Wayne. In the other court at- 
traction of the week, the locals 
will be host to Xavier University's 
five on Saturday, Jan. 26, on the 
home floor. 
Valpo Averages 6'5" 
At Valparaiso the Bee Gee five 
can run into a tartar. The Hoos- 
ier giants have been a hot and 
cold team all year, but with a 
6'B" height average, they are be- 
ing considered "hot" by Coach 
Anderson as he puts "Otten A 
Company" against the tallest team 
in collegiate basketball. With Ail- 
American Dille at the helm, the op- 
ponents will give the locals a real 
test, although Bowling Green had 
a 54-51 victory over Valparaiso on 
the Bee Gee court earlier in the 
season. 
Meet   Xavier  Saturday 
With Xavier on Saturday night, 
however, the locals meet a small 
school with not much reputation 
as a basketball power. The op- 
ponents won-loss column is un- 
impressive, but the visitors may 
prove to be more than a pushover 
for the Falcons. 
Chance   for  Garden 
Including this week's schedule, 
only eight games, in addition to the 
Chicago Round Robin tournament 
Feb. 8 and 9, remain to be played 
in the 1945-46 season. If the 
locals come through the remaining 
card in convicing style, chances 
are high of another invitation to 
the National Invitational Tourna- 
ment in Madison Square Garden in 
March. 
Intramural Men 
Five Teams Lead As Women 
Battle For Intramural Title 
The Nixies, led by captain Clara Jean Miller, were leading 
the Monday-Wednesday league (League One) of women's 
intramurals with 2 wins and no defeats at the end of last 
week's play. 
In the lead in the Tuesday-Thursday league (League Two) 
were four teams: the Falconettes, captain, Jane Sawer; the 
     Gizzmo's,    captain,   Ruth    Lenert; 
High Point Bowlers 
Announced By Club 
The Bowling Club this week an- 
nounced the high scorers of all 
games played as of Saturday, Jan. 
12. 
Highest two-game averages are 
Madelyn Bahnsen 136, Ginger 
Dawe 132, Del Schindle 131, Betty 
Long 127, Marilyn Desenberg 125, 
Mary Smith 122, Jane Hall 120, 
Doris Meier 120. Mary Zimmer- 
man 120. 
Highest single game scores were 
Betty Long 191, Madelyn Bahnsen 
183, Edith SUpleton 168, Jean 
Hahn 157, Louise Holling 157. 
Blanche Spangler 154, Joanne 
Banks 152, Mary Sitterle 161. 
Dobb s 
the      Pointers,      captain, Jane 
Newcomb: and Team XII, captain, 
Lou  Holling.     Each  has  won two 
games and lost one.    The Sinners, 
captain,   Bonnie   Sawyer,   am the 
Girties, captain, Reva Bailey, each 
have one win and losses. 
The team standings of the two 
leagues are: 
League One 
Team                                         Won Lost 
Nisies                                              2 0 
Hotahota   .     .                                 1 i 
Huba Huba's                                  1 l 
Rooly   Tools                                            I i 
Sharpahoolera                             .1 i 
Basketeera                                0 2 
League Two 
Team                                        Won Loat 
Falconetlea                                      2 0 
Gizsmo a  .                           2 0 
Poinlara                                           2 0 
Team XII                 2 0 
Sinnera                                          .1 0 
3irtiea                                 .  1 0 
Team XI                                          1 1 
ream II                               ..,,.,. 1 1 
Wlnnettea   .                                         .1 1 
Jrlblettea                                        0 1 
luba Huba'a _ 0 1 
»plrli                                         .0 1 
Women P.E. Majors 
Will Blaze Out Soon 
Miss Iris Andrews, women's 
physical education instructor, an- 
nounced recently that all physical 
education majors will soon be seen 
wearing brown blazers, to be trim- 
med in orange, with physical edu- 
cation insignia above the left side 
pocket. The awards have been 
ordered and are to be issued soon. 
Beta Pi Theta will meet tonight 
at   7 in  217  Administration   Build 
Round and round it goes, DOBBS 
young cloche with the up-in-the- 
clouds balloon-top crown. Dobbe- 
sized to fit your head. 
BON TON HAT SHOP 
S27 SO. MAIN PHONE 6761 
The Hotel Barber 
Shop 
There Are Three 
Barbers to serve you 
from 9 a.m. till 6 p.m. 
each evening except 
Wednesday 
in 
Hotel Millikin 
Fred Graf, Uft, and Don Sutter, canter, student manager* of the 
men's intramural program, are pictured with Coach Warren E. Steller, 
adviter. Organization of the baaltetball league has been completed and 
the group is making preparations for competition in other activities. 
Six Teams Are Victorious 
As Men's Intramurals Open 
Eight games were played in the American League and 
four in the National League last week as the men's intramural 
program opened. 
SAE and Chi Sigma were leading the American League 
at the close of last week's games, each with 2 victories and no 
defeats.   In Monday night's games, Chi Sigma beat the PiKA 
Prospectors 27-26, ATO beat the 
Rogues 67-20, SAE downed Sigmu 
Nu 20-13, and 103 Aces 'downed 
SCF 21-16. In Wednesday night's 
contests, the Rogues edged the 
Prospectors 34-32 in a thriller. 
Chi Sigma whipped SCF 62-23, 
Sigma Nu beat 103 Aces 41-23, 
and SAE turned the tables on ATO 
30-23. 
High single game scorers for 
the week were Harold Martin ami 
R. Lee of Chi Sigma, who tallied 
24 and 20 points respectively 
against SCF. 
In the National League the 
Rooty Toots, Vets, Lcgionaires, 
and Busters survived the first 
night's play. The Rooty Toots 
whipped the Zippers 46-18, the 
Vets beat Tenemos Calor 23-21 in 
another thriller, the Legionaires 
downed the Bobcats 49-20, and the 
Busters beat the Bishops 31-28 in 
a close one. 
Hunter and Lambert of the 
Legionaires took high scoring hon- 
ors with 16 and 13 points re- 
spectively. 
Following are the league stand- 
ings as of Friday, Jan. 18: 
American   League 
Team                                        Won Lost 
o 
SAE                                                            2 
ATO                                              .  1 
0 
1 
103    Aces                                       1 1 
Rogues                                                     1 1 
Sigma Nu                                               I 
Prospectors                                            0 
SCF                                                 0 
National   League 
Team                                      Won 
Busters                                            1 
1 
2 
2 
Lost 
0 
0 
Rooty   Toots                                           1 
Vets                                                           1 
0 
0 
Bishops                                           0 
Bobcats                                           .       0 
Ten.  Calor                                .0 
Zlppeis                                            0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Out on a Limb 
With Smitty 
Ohio State wus the only one to 
let us down last week, losing to 
Indiana 44-39, us seven of eight 
predictions were corrcst. giving 
a weekly percentage of .876. Per- 
centage to date stands at .750. 
Western Michigan cnine through 
with the big upset of the week, 
spilling Valparaiso, us was predict- 
ed, by n  !>4-43 margin. 
Looking over the coming week's 
schedule, it looks like this: 
Bowling   Green   vs.   Valparaiso 
If the Falcons are on they will 
grab victory number 18 over in 
and out Valpo. Bowling Green. 
Wyoming  vs.   Oklahoma   A   &   M 
Wyoming    has    been    defeated 
only once.    Oklahoma will be add- 
ed  to  its  long list of opponents. 
Wyoming. 
Illinois  vs.   Great   Lakes 
This writer takes the sailors. 
Great Lakes. 
Notre Dame vs. Kentucky 
It's about time for someone to 
stop    the    Irish    winning    streak. 
Kentucky can do it.    Kentucky. 
Ohio  State  vs.  Michigan 
The Bucks will repeat an earlier 
defeat over their old rivals. Ohio 
State. 
Bowling  Green   vs.   Xavier 
Not much doubt here. Bowling 
Green.. 
Karl Schwab, Falcon cage sub- 
stitute, has been in Johnston Hos- 
pital suffering from a throat ail- 
ment since he returned from the 
Holy Cross trip, where he became 
ill during the game in Boston. 
The Comte Club will meet to- 
night at 7 in 201 Administration 
Building. It will be a joint meet- 
ing with the Community Service 
interest group of S. C. F. 
Next week's schedule is: 
American    League 
Monday, Jan. 28. Prospectors 
vs. Sigma Nu, north court at 7; 
103 Aces vs. SAK, south court lit 
7; ATO vs. SCF, north court nt 
8; Chi Sigma vs. Rogues, south 
court at 8. 
Thursday, Jan. 31. Prospectors 
vs. 108 Aces, south court at 8; 
ATO vs. Sigma Nu, north court 
at 7; Chi Sigma vs. SAK, north 
court at 8; Rogues vs. SCF, south 
court at 7. 
National League 
Tuesday, Jan. 29, Rooty Toots 
vs. Busters, north court at 8; 
Bishops vs. Bobcats, south (••nut 
at 8; Legionaires vs. Tenemos 
Calor, north court at 7; Vets vs. 
Zippers, south court at 7. 
Wednesday, Jan. 30.    No games. 
Falcons Down 
Dayton and 
Ohio Cagers 
by Cal Ballon 
Hitting the win column 
twice in as many nights, the 
Bee Gee basketeers defeated 
Dayton U. 67-38 Friday, Jan. 
18, and came from behind to 
down Ohio U. 49-41 Saturday, 
Jan. 19. Both games attract- 
ed near capacity crowds. 
The funs were not treated to 
much of n contest on Friday 
night us the Falcons Coasted to vic- 
tory over Dayton, but it was a dif- 
ferent story Saturday night as the 
Ohio U. quintet threw a real scare 
into the Falcons. 
The Dayton five, although a 
game team throughout the contest, 
was unable to cope with the Fal- 
con's fust break and lightning of- 
fense. With Otten and Kubiak 
lending the scoring with 16 and 
11 points respectively, it was Bow- 
ling Green all the way. 
Ohio U. Fiihla 
Ohio U., coming here with a vet- 
eran-studded team, really gave the 
home team a tight. The score was 
tied through most of the tlrst quar- 
ter with Otten seemingly bottled 
up and Ohio U.'s Gregg constantly 
getting the range from way out. 
In the Second quarter the visitors 
btgSMI to pull uway. The score at 
hnlftiinc was 24-16, with Ohio U. 
on the long end. 
Ollen  Seta  Pace 
After the intermission "Andy's" 
boys looked like a new ball club, 
and with Otten setting the pace the 
Kulcons outscored the visitors 33 
to 17 in the last half to win. 
The Falcon scoring was evenly 
divided, with Otten lending the 
way with 12 points. 
In the preliminary game the 
Bowling Green B team defeated 
Upper Sundusky 40-16. Stanton 
led the Bee Gee scoring with 8 
points. On the visitors' coaching 
stnIT is Ben Tcnwuldc, '45, who 
MrvfS us assistant coach. 
The Bowling Green-Ohio Uni- 
versity box score is us follows: 
Bowling Green 
Kubiak, I 
Dudley. I 
Olten, c . 
Inman, g 
Knleiim, g 
['link... I 
M  Kill;        I 
Conroy,   I 
Dunhamb,   g 
Kllmczuk 
G    F    T'l 
4 
2 
I 
2 
1 
1 
3 
0 
0 
Fencing Club Is Planned 
Some of the fencing equipment 
hns nrrived, according to Miss Iris 
Andrews, women's physical educa- 
tion instructor, mid plans are go- 
ing nhead for the organization of a 
fencing club. 
A meeting will be held sometime 
next week for all women interested 
in fencing and activities will get 
under way when the remainder of 
the equipment arrives. 
"The Sidewalks of New York" 
will be the theme of the Modern 
Dance club's annual recital May 3, 
Miss Jane Shoemaker, club advisor, 
announced. 
Ohio University 
Miller.   I 
Walloia.    f 
Dickey,   c 
Brcindle,   q. 
Gregg,    q 
Calabria,   g 
O'Brien,    c 
G    F    T'l 
2 
5 
0 
0 
1 
Halfnme acoro: 
Bowling  Green—IS 
Ohio University— 24 
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Insurance 
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"double quick" action 
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Woman Journalist Discusses 
Personalities In The News 
An attentive audience of students and faculty heard Mrs. 
Esther Van Wagoner Tufty, woman journalist and radio 
commentator, speak on "Personalities in the News" last Friday 
at WSGA's annual assembly. 
In her description of press conferences with the President, 
Mrs. Tufty stated that Truman is one of the most disarming 
men she has ever met because of      
Along Sorority Row 
ALPHA PHI 
the matter-of-fact way he speaks. 
Addressing the women in the 
audience, Mrs. Tufty told of the 
influence that wives of men in high 
public offices have upon their hus- 
bands. Her first example was 
Mri. Truman. She said that the 
President seldom gives a speech 
until his wife sees it. These wo- 
men are known as "secret weap- 
ons" in Washington and include 
secretaries of officials, national 
groups of women, such as the 
D.A.R., and socialites. 
Mrs. Tufty stated that most 
people do not road a newspaper or 
listen to a broadcast correctly. 
She said the usual procedure was 
to read an item and to accept it, 
if good, as one's own opinion. 
However, she said, newspaper 
items are like serial stories—fol- 
lowed daily for their full benefit. 
She mentioned that her favorites 
were internationalism versus na- 
tionalism, and the Britain-India 
question. 
Mrs. Tufty concluded her speech 
by saying that the world is looking 
toward the United States for help 
and leadership in peace, thus plac- 
ing great responsibility upon every 
citizen. In her opinion, the best 
way to help is through acquain- 
tance with world affairs. Her 
last statement was, "We can't let 
those boys down who gave us a 
second chance for peace." 
After her address, Mrs. Tufty 
held  a   question   period. 
Jacqueline Pearson Hanke, Jean 
Shaw Flack and Bonnie Bichan 
have been back visiting within the 
past 10 days. 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
The Alpha Xi's are making plans 
for their annual Sweetheart Dance 
which will be Feb. 9. 
DELTA GAMMA 
At its last meeting Rosemarie 
Boskey, president, presented a 
jeweled pin the gift of Mrs. Edith 
Dinninger, an alumna, to Eva 
Marie Saint, the senior with the 
highest accumulative point aver- 
age. This pin will be awarded 
each year to the senior with the 
highest average. 
Banner Bring* Out Yells 
How many of you stout Bowling 
Green fans hnve responded to tho H QW1IY1 
SCF-donated sign, "CHEERING 
SECTION, Sit here—and let's 
hear you cheer," which has recent- 
ly been placed over the cheering 
section in the Men's Gym? 
ThiB sign and the smaller posters 
which announce the cheers were 
made by the SCF Campus Action 
group. The purpose is to promote 
better cheering, both in quality 
and quantity. 
KAPPA DELTA 
Last weekend Kappa Delta held 
a slumber party and ribbon pin- 
ning. Officers of the now national- 
ized chapter are Lois Jewett, presi- 
dent; Jene Kohls, vice-president; 
Verly Collins, secretary; Dorothy 
Heigley, corresponding secretary; 
Marjorie Yodcr, treasurer; Phyl- 
lis Ueckcn, song leader; Dora Tcr- 
bizan, activity; Katherine Schaller, 
activity assistant; Dorothy Ander- 
son, editor; June Cater, sgt-at- 
arms; Connie Flynn, guard; Mar- 
tha Wasson, cultural chairman; 
Ann McGraw, social service; 
Frances Stuckman, scholarship; 
Betty Rhoads, historian; Geneva 
Bennet, parliamentarian; Dorothy 
Kronenwith, social chairman ; 
Betty Munding, publicity; Doris 
Scisingcr, magazine chairman. 
(Continued from page 1) 
CLA-ZEL 
Frl., Sat. Jan.  25, 26 
Matinee   1:45  Sat. 
TWO  BIG HITS 
"Danger Signal" 
Faye Emerson, Zachary Scott 
plus 
"Senorita From 
The West" 
Allan Jones, Bonita 
Granville 
Sun., MOB., TU..    Jan. 27-29 
Doors open 1:45 Sun. 
"My Reputation" 
starring 
Barbara Stanwyck, George 
Brent 
W.d., Thurs. Jan. 30-31 
Doors open 1:45 Thurs. 
OPPORTUNITY DAYS 
Barry Fitzgerald and 
Walter Thurston in 
'And Then There 
Were None' 
pointed out that such a group 
could not have governed a nation 
of 80,000,000 people without using 
the regular civil administration 
and allowing Borne industrial in- 
itiative. 
But according to the Potsdam 
agreements, anyone who took part 
in the government is regarded as a 
Nazi, not only those who voluntar- 
ily joined the party. Thus many 
leaders of government and industry 
have been taken away from their 
posts and put in prison camps. 
This leaves the local governments 
to old civil servants who had been 
retired from duty because of age, 
and who are not very capable of 
handling such a difficult problem 
as Germany is today. 
Guilt   for  HitUr 
Germany is willing to grant its 
responsibility for the Hitler 
"crime-state" on the basis that 
any nation has the government it 
deserves. But it does not follow 
that they arc liable to the fullest 
extent for the destruction the 
Nazis caused, Dr. Pauk maintain- 
ed. Indeed, those who are now 
the victims of our policies of veng- 
ence, the very young and very 
old, are least of all responsible for 
Tempting 
Tasty 
Tantalizing 
food at 
Harvey's 
Restaurant 
Fri., Sat. Jan. 25-26 
Doors open 2:15 Sat. 
"Rough Riders 
of Cheyenne" 
with Sunset Carson and 
Peggy Stewart 
Sun.,   Mon. Jan.   27-28 
Doors open 2:16 Sun. 
"Girl on The 
Spot" 
•tarring 
Jess Baker, Loll Collier 
.Everyone agrees that 
Sizemore's 
it tops for Bowling. 
Be one of the gang 
and come on down to 
111 W. Washington 
Members Elected 
To Sub Committee 
The Freshman Sub-Committee 
to the Social Comm.icee held its 
first meeting Wednesday, Jan. 9 
undr the chairmanship of Betty 
Poland. Pete Sherry was elected 
president; Joy Fuller, vice-presi- 
dent; and Carol Schroeder, sec- 
retary. The following freshmen 
are members of (he committee: 
Kathryn Arnold, Lois Anne Beech- 
ler, Alice Burkart, Pat Coughlin, 
Jeanne Cupp, Betty Dunn, Irene 
Ellis, Margaret Finney, Joy Ful- 
ler, Norman Garreti, Jean Good- 
fellow, Jean Gray and Jean Gros- 
enbaugh. 
Patsy Hofmann, Phyllis Hull, 
Carolyn Key, Jeanne Kennard, 
Betty Klingel, Ada Kohout, Jean 
Motter, Marilyn Niebea, Irene 
Ellis Ricks, Carol Schroeder, Bar- 
bara Shelt, Pete Sherry, Gerry 
Snyder, Joan Spetx, Dorothy 
Thomas, Earl Utterback, Phyllis 
Wagner, and Annett Wendt. 
Barbara Williams, Mildred Shel- 
ter, Barbara Brillinger, Velma 
Dusing, Bobbie Ghinder, Rita 
Hansford, Arlyne Hoshal, and 
Joan Housholder. 
Forecaster       Annual Tip Off Dance Honors 
Cagers and SAE Sweetheart 
29 Study Flight 
At Bricker Field 
"Women are as good flying stu- 
dents as men," says Eddie Hale, 
flight instructor at Bricker Field. 
At the beginning of the fall term 
26 returned veterans and three 
private students started flying in- 
struction. Of these, four have 
soloed. Ruth DeConick, and Mar- 
ion DeConick, the two women 
students, and Russell Aufrance, 
and Raymonr Hackett have soloed. 
Russell Hackett has 20 hours of 
flying time. 
Those who complete the course 
will be eligible for private licenses. 
Any student is eligible for the 
course if he can pass the standard 
physical examination given at 
Johnston Hospital. Flight instruc- 
tion is offered to the students 
whenever weather permits. 
Men students under the G. I. 
Bill of Rights have approximately 
$178 a semester allotted them by 
the government for flight instruc- 
tion, until they arc qualified for 
their private licenses. If the re- 
turned veteran has a commercial 
license, he is entitled under the 
G. I. Bill, to enough flying time to 
qualify him for an instructor's rat- 
ing. 
Eddie Hale, ex-Army Air Corps 
captain, has been instructing at 
the field since December. Mr. 
Hale was an instructor at Ohio 
State University under the Civilian 
Pilot Training program. He has 
3338 flying hours to his credit. 
SCF Sells Over 1200 
Student Directories 
Over 1200 Student Directories 
have been purchased this semester, 
according to James Stoner, SCF 
adviser. SCF distributed the di- 
rectories, in the dormitories and in 
the Well. They can still be bought 
in the SCF office for 25 cents. 
Last year 900 Freshmen Hand- 
books were mailed out, which was 
300 less than the total handbooks 
needed. K. H. McFall, dean of 
freshmen, said. 
^itler, he said. 
Prospects   for   Reconstruction 
Today there are two groups in 
Germany which might contribute 
to her reconstruction. These are 
the Socialists who have survived 
the 12 years of Nazi rule and the 
churches, both Protestant and 
Catholic. Out of the Socialists 
may come a democratic form of 
government, Dr. Pauck said. The 
churches, although they have been 
among the most uncompromising 
opponents of the Nazis, are 
paralyzed because the allies have 
not opened up their communica- 
tions with the outside world. Only 
when public opinion is brought to 
bear on the government will this 
policy change, Dr. Pauck conclud- 
ed. 
Winter Isn't Over! 
Let us prepare your car for 
better driving. 
ArtDott's 
Hi-Speed Station 
PROF, e.k, MosekE-/ 
Dr. E. L. Moseley, Bowling 
Green professor emeritus, predicts 
a severe drought for several 
months after nest June. 
The second annual Tip Off dance, sponsored by Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon in honor of the basketball team, will be held 
in the Men's Gym, Friday, Jan. 25, from 9 to 12 p.m. 
Features of the Tip Off Dance, begun last year by the 
Five Brothers, are the presentation of the members of the 
basketball team, and naming an SAE Sweetheart.   Last year's 
Sweetheart    was    Louise    Eckert,     — ■———-^—^———— 
daughter of Jennie Eckert, former      V eteranS 
SAE housemother. 
Co-chairmen for the dance are 
Tom Buttle and John Keown. 
Committee heads are Brock 
Broughton, decorations', Tom 
Weaver, refreshments; Norm Klee, 
invitations; Dick Harig, publicity; 
Walt Butz, orchestra; and Doug 
Meyers, entertainment. 
Dr. Moseley Predicts Drought 
In The North Central States 
Old weather reports, sunspot cycles, and three rings 
prove to Dr. Edwin L. Moseley, Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity professor emeritus, that until June rainfall will be normal 
and that this period will be followed by several months of 
severe drought. 
Dr. Moseley began almost 10 years ago to study the cor- 
relation between magnetic sunspot 
and precipitation cycles. He 
found that every 90.4 years—four 
times the magnetic sunspot period 
—the amount of rainfall repeats 
itself. Scanty records show that 
in 1866, 90 years ago, there was a 
shortage of precipitation in all of 
tho Ohio weather stations having a 
record at that time. It was one 
of the dryest years in history. 
The small amount of rainfall 
then is also shown by the tree 
stumps which Dr. Moseley studies. 
Each year the growing tree adds 
a ring of wood just inside the bark. 
Knowing when a tree was cut 
down, he can tell the year that 
each ring was added by counting 
from the bark toward the center. 
Drought   Begins   in   June 
In the tree stumps which he has 
examined, the ring for 1856 is 
very narrow, showing that there 
was very little moisture for tree 
growth. Since both actual writ- 
ten records, scarce as they may be. 
and tree rings show that the period 
90.4 years ago was a dry one, a 
corresponding drought can be ex- 
pected to begin in June, Dr. Mose- 
ley believes. 
"Sixteen Ohio stations reported 
in 1857 that there was a deficit in 
rainfall in the first four months, 
except in Februray. in which seven 
of 13 having records show a defi- 
cit. Therefore a shortage of rain 
may be expected for most of Ohio 
from June or early July until 
fall,"  Dr.  Moseley  explained. 
"I have no reason to expect any- 
thing   but   normal   weather   this 
Commuters Arrive 
Dagwood Fashion 
A commuter is defined by Web- 
ster as "one who travels back 
and forth between a city and an 
outside residence;" a Bee Gee com- 
muter may be described as one 
who gets up much too early, dress- 
es on the way to school by bus or 
car, and arrives sleepily and min- 
utes late for 8 or 9 o'clock classes. 
Of course there are advantages: 
a nice, soft Beautyrest mattress 
every night, good home cooking, 
and no roommates to put salt 
in your sheets and wear your best 
clothes. 
Twenty-one men and eight wo- 
men commute to Bowling Green 
from four counties: Wood, Lucas, 
Hancock, and Henry; the farthest 
town away is about 30 miles. 
Perrysburg, Rudolph, and Dun- 
bridge lead with three commuters 
each; Maumee, VanBuren, Port- 
age, North Baltimore, and Cygnet 
have two apiece; Waterville, Le- 
Moyne, Holland, Monclova, Brad- 
ner, Weston, Curtice, Tontogany, 
and Luckey have one. 
NEWS! 
For Campus Beauty 
come into 
Kay-Ann Beauty 
Shop 
for a 
Lovely, Glamorous, 
Easy-to-comb Coif 
Dr. Moseley, who never predicts 
temperatures, says that the lack of 
sufficient  data  makes   the   prede- 
termination of rainfall difficult. 
Dry   in   Ohio 
"The drought will be less severe 
in Illinois and Iowa than farther 
east," he said. '"It will be one of 
the driest years for a century in 
New York, Pennsylvania, Indiana. 
Ohio, and Kentucky. 
"Lake Erie, however, will make 
the drought less severe in the 
northern part of Ohio than any 
other part," he added. "We have 
few crop failures here, for there 
are neither droughts nor  floods." 
Dr. Moseley, who was granted 
an honorary doctor of science de- 
gree by the University, is profes- 
sor emeritus of biology. He was 
one of the original professors at 
the institution and was retired in 
1935. 
Ypsilanti Invited 
To Phys Ed Playday 
(Continued from page 2) 
Mr.    and    Mrs.    Robert    Ashba. 
Another couple who observed their 
first semi-annual anniversary 
(Jan. 22), the Ashba's are both at- 
tending classes here. Bob is a 
freshman; Jo, a senior. She is 
the farmer Joanne Jones. Both 
from the same high schol in Lima, 
Jo is just one day older than her 
husband, both just 21. 
Bob was a first lieutenant in the 
Army Air Corps and saw active 
duty with the 16th in Italy as a 
navigator. He is majoring in busi- 
ness administration with an eye 
toward lumber retailing after 
graduation. Jo will graduate in 
June with an education degree in 
social studies. She is an Alpha 
Phi. 
At present, they are learning the 
art of housekeeping through the 
trial and error method at their 
room on North Main. Cooking 
privileges give them an opportuni- 
ty to have "dinner at home" occa- 
sionally. They have spoken for 
one of the trailers which will soon 
be available for U n i v er a i t y 
couples. 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merrell. 
The Merrell's were one of the first 
married couples to attempt keep- 
ing house, raising a family, and 
completing their degrees simultan- 
eously. 
Dick completed only one semes- 
ter in 1942 but re-enrolled im- 
mediately after he was discharged 
in Oct., 1944. Both Doris and 
Dick will graduate from the Col- 
lege of Education in June. Their 
respective majors are history and 
home economics. Dick intends to 
continue his studies while Doris is 
anticipating retiring temporarily 
to devote her time to their .infant 
daughter who is now making her 
home with her maternal grand- 
parents. 
The Merrell's have a three room 
apartment on Liberty street where 
they keep their budget well under 
control by doing all their own 
cooking and much of their sewing. 
Dick is 23, Doris is 21. Holland 
is his home, Lyndhurst, hers. 
Sophomores Win Close 
Contest With Freshmen 
The women physical education 
majors are entertaining the physi- 
cal education majors of Ypsilanti 
Normal School, Ypsilanti, Mich., 
here sometime next month in a 
Playday program. Basketball, 
swimming, and bowling are activi- 
ties being planned. 
Just before the holiday vacation 
the women's physical education de- 
partment had planned a Playday paced the frosh with 13 poinU. 
meet with invitations extended to 
three schools. Unavoidable cir- 
cumstances caused the program to 
be postponed and next month's af- 
fair will be held in an attempt to 
arouse interest in another Playday, 
to be held as originally planned 
later in the year. 
The sophomore cagers led all 
the way to down the freshman 
basketball team 42-39 last Satur- 
day afternoon in the Men's Gym. 
The winners led by quarters 18- 
13, 24-21, and 31-29. B. Smith and 
Meredith Davis led the victor's 
scoring with 16 and 18 points re- 
spectively,  while  Ted  Whitmeyer 
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